Help on Column Alignment

1. Launch the web browser and type http://www.sdbay.sdsu.edu/IMS/Website/CommonGroundNew/viewer.htm and you will see the ArcIMS HTML Viewer named as San Diego Watersheds Common Ground.
2. Check Visible and Active for the layer you want to query, such as the “Bay Water Quality”.
3. Click and you will see the query frame shown up on the bottom.
4. In the query frame, select ANALYTE in the Field, and = in the Operator.
5. Click to select the analyte you want to query, such as Enterococcus.
6. Click Add to Query String.
7. Click Execute to see the query result. (Note: Remember to click to clear selection after finishing each query.)
8. Now the “Bay Water Quality” table is open.
9. When you scroll right the table to see more attributes, please scroll right the field title row box together to keep two titles aligned.
10. Scroll down the table and you still know what the table column title is. Please do step 9 before you scroll down the table, otherwise you will miss the alignment of table column title and field title row box.